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*JETS COMICS*

この作品はフィクションです。実在の人物・団体・事件などにはいっさい関係ありません。
CASKA

OH, MAN. WE CAN NEVER GET OVER THIS

WELL, IT ALWAYS HAPPENS.
WE DID IT!
WHAT HAPPENED?

It's cold, isn't it?
Even though I'm ok.
YOU ATE ALL OF IT. YOU DIDN'T SAVE ANY FOR CATTS.

WAIT A MINUTE.

YOU NEED TO EAT A LOT OF CALORIES.

WELL, I DON'T MIND.

SINCE YOU HAVE TO SWING THAT SWORD ALL DAY LONG.

RECENTLY THERE ARE MORE GHOSTS AND EVIL SPIRITS AROUND.

IT'S HARDER THEN I THOUGHT.

TO WIELD MY SWORD TO SAVE SOMEONE IS...
Hey, wear your clothes or you'll get cold.

But, what hurt me most is...
YOU ARE REMINDING ME OF THE OLD DAYS
I can't believe that Gatti has been sweating like that for her.

Hey Pakk.

About your home... what's it like?

It's so not like him.

But, it seems he's going to far...

It's beautiful. Well naturally.

Spring lasts the whole year round. It's a elven paradise.

Flowers are blooming everywhere, the birds are always chirping musical tunes, the elves are always dancing.

Elfhelm is a utopia floating on the western sea.

Oh my gorgeous hometown.

Uh I got bored.

Well, if it's such a perfect place, why did you leave?

That's a pretty vague description.
BUT WE NEED ALL THE HELP WE CAN GET.

I NEVER THOUGHT I'D HAVE TO DEPEND ON HIM.

BASHF, YOU SHOULDN'T GET SOME SLEEP BEFORE IT GETS DARK.

IT'LL BE OK.

ROGER THAT.

ALL RIGHT, I GUESS THAT'LL WORK.

I'LL WAKE YOU UP IF ANYTHING HAPPENS.
DREAMING ABOUT GRIFFITH?

ARE YOU DREAMING?

SLEEPING?

HE'S OVER THERE, RIGHT?

YOU FINALLY MET HIM, RIGHT?

WHY DON'T YOU GO AFTER HIM?

WHY?

LET'S GO MEET HIM

LET HIM TASTE YOUR SWORD

AND...

IT'S BECAUSE OF HER?

IS SHE THAT IMPORTANT?

JUST LEAVE HER
IS SHE MORE IMPORTANT THEN GRIFFITH?

IS SHE STILL AS IMPORTANT?

SHE'S A DIFFERENT PERSON. SHE JUST LOOKS THE SAME ON THE OUTSIDE.

SHE IS NO LONGER THE WARRIOR YOU ONCE KNEW.

DO YOU LOVE HER NOW?

CAN YOU CONTINUE TO LOVE HER?

DO YOU LOVE HER IN THIS CONDITION?

BECAUSE YOU WANT TO KEEP FEELING THE PAIN THAT GRIFFITH INFLECTED... THAT'S WHY SHE IS SO IMPORTANT, RIGHT?

SHE IS MERELY A SORE THAT GRIFFITH LEFT BEHIND.
Since she is a sacrifice, she can be used for something even more important.

Get lost!!

This woman is just a sacrifice to keep you longing for Griffith.
WE WILL BE EVEN CLOSER TO GRIFFITH

IF WE DO THIS ....

STOP IT !!!!

WHAT YOU WISH FOR

THIS IS
WHEN DID THE SUN GO DOWN?

I WAS SUCH A FOOL TO TRUST HIM.
I wouldn't wish for that to happen.

There's no way.

There's no way.
IT'S GONNA BE DAWN SOON!!

C'MON! DO IT!

HMM, IT'S KINDA WEIRD. GATTS SEEMS SO SERIOUS.
YOU KNOW WHAT YOU DESIRE

BULL SHIT!

AH

DON'T GO OUT THERE

HEY CASKA!!
GATTS!!

ガ・RR

ガ・ゼキ

ガ・ゲキ
GATT
CASKA

HEY!

A... H

THANK GOD!
Willi

?!

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO?

IF WE LET HER GO, SHE'LL JUST HEAD BACK TO WHERE WE CAME FROM.
BUT

DON'T WORRY

BECAUSE SHE KNEW YOU'VE BEEN PROTECTING HER SINCE THE TOWER

YOU SCREWED UP BIG TIME. YOU SCARED HER JUST THEN. SHE WAS GETTING PRETTY CLOSE TO YOU.

TT MAY ACTUALLY BE MY OWN RERESSED DESIRE...

YOU WERE POSSESSED BY A EVIL SPIRIT

THAT WASN'T YOUR FAULT.

IS THAT REALLY THE TRUTH?
What if she's like this till the sun goes down? It doesn't look good.

ギン。

Come here!

This is too cruel.

Hey! Hey!

It's just like when the pagan hunters captured her.
The most important thing is to protect her and speed up our journey.

I don't care about anything else.

I know, but...

Then, what should I do?

I hate you even more.

But... she's going to.

I knew what was ahead of us.
I knew that the journey wouldn't be easy for us.

It's not the harshness of the road ahead...

But, the difficulty that fighting presents when I have to protect someone.

This is 10 times as difficult as when I have to fight alone.
MY DEATH WILL LEAD IMMEDIATELY TO CASKA'S DEATH.

I'M USED TO FIGHTING TO SURVIVE.

COMpared to the pressure I'm facing now.

BUT THAT IS NOTHING

HAS THE SWORD I WIELD EVER BEEN SO HEAVY?

I CANNOT DIE...
I was ready.

But...

For what's to come...
...we'd be ok if we were able to find some common ground.

...I was hoping...

Will we ever be able to...
THE LAST TIME YOU LAUGHED...

I PROMISED NOT TO GIVE UP.

TO BE THERE FOR YOU

WHO DO I DIS TRUST? WHO IS MY ENEMY?

I DO NOT TRUST MYSELF

I DON'T HAVE THE CAPACITY TO DEAL KINDLY WITH HER

ALL I DO IS PROTECT YOU

I'M SO EXHAUSTED

WHEN WAS...
THINGS AREN'T WORKING OUT

BUT...
WAKE UP!

WE ARE IN TROUBLE

I FELL ASLEEP!!

THE SUN IS ABOUT TO SET, LET'S GO LOOK FOR HER.

WE NEED TO HURRY...
There isn't any food here. We got no business being here.

There's no one in the nearby cities or villages.

Is that you?
Ya, I guess it's time for us to go. It's ok to be wanted by the government, but it's not good to be wanted by Kushan.

That's right.

I just wanna get out of here.

Who's that?
OH WOMAN?

WAIT...

THAT'S MY DRIED MEAT!

NO, BRO.

YOU'LL BE PUNISHED

ARE YOU GONNA DO HER NURN?

NURN? WHY IS THIS WOMAN HERE?

NO, BRO...

THIS IS A GIFT FROM GOD FOR POOR THIEVES LIKE US

LET'S KEEP IT THAT WAY

THAT'S RIGHT
THANK YOU GOD!!

うあら

NO！！！！

CASKA !?
I was wrong

I just prayed that you would survive.

I just hoped that you were all right.

When you were in the tower,

I was wrong.

I though that all I needed was to hold her.

That's all.
THE TIME I LEFT HER ALONE

THE TIME I LOST MYSELF.

IT'S IMPOSSIBLE TO MAKE UP FOR THAT

JUST HOLDING HER

WON'T MAKE UP

I WENT AWAY FROM HER ...

FOR THE TIME I LEFT HER ALONE
あああ
NO
CASKAI!!
THAT'S RIGHT
Tear her up.

Like Griffith did.
You should part with everything. She's sacrificing her bite.
USE EVERYTHING TO NURTURE YOUR HATRED.

EVERYTHING.
うろたああ
CASKA!! HEEEEY

HEEEEY!!!

3.2.2

IF I DON'T FIND HER QUICKLY THE SUN WILL SET...

THAT'S!

OHHH
FOUND ME!!

AH PAKK

IT'S BEEN AWHILE!! YOU'RE STILL ALIVE

OF COURSE!! DON'T TELL ANYONE YOU'VE SEEN ME HERE!!

HEY DROP!!

AIN'T THAT DROP!!
EATING, TALKING OR RUNNING; PICK UP ONE

SO WHAT VILLAINS ARE AFTER YOU?

AGH, UGH I CAN'T! RIGHT NOW THERE ARE VILLAINS AFTER ME!

DUMB ASS!

I RECOGNIZED THEIR FACES AND WAS JUST HELPING THEM WITH THEIR LUGGAGE!

AND THEN IT BECOMES THIS WHOLE...

AndGet
WHO WOULD TAKE THE LUGGAGE AS THE PORTER FEE...

THERE'S ACTUALLY A PERSON

OH

MORON! AS A THANK YOU TO YOU ARISTOCRATS, I WANTED TO SHOW THE SOCIETY YOUR KINDNESS...

HM?
Let's see.

Fareze: We'll cut your arm immediately.

Don't try to scare me with threats.

You're nobles!!

Because we're noblemen, it's okay to steal our stuff.

You...

Huh.

You caught him?

Yo... do you see me?
YOU ...

HERE, WE GOT A SICK GIRL, EXCUSE US

I'LL FOLLOW LIKE THE SNAKE, USE YOUR SHELL LIKE THE TURTLE, SERVE LIKE THE CONDOR, THAT'S MY MOTTO!

I'VE BEEN SEARCHING FOR YOU ALL OVER! YOU THOUGHT YOU COULD RUN FROM ME? NO WAY
WHERE'S CASKA?

BY THE WAY

OH, RIGHT!

CASKA, THANK GOD YOU'RE ALL RIGHT.

YOU TIED HER UP.

WHAT? DID SOMETHING HAPPEN?

IT'S FOR HER OWN SAFETY.
LOST OF THINGS HAPPENED?

I DON'T KNOW WHAT, BUT

IT CAN WAIT

YOU HAVE TO TEACH ME!! YOUR MOST SECRET TECHNIQUES, ALL OF THEM!! NOW! RIGHT NOW!!

NOW OUR PROMISE!! GIMME WHAT YOU OWE ME!!

YOU SHOULD BE GRATEFUL THAT YOU OFFICIALLY ARE A PUPIL IN THE ELF DOJO.

WHAT DO YOU WANT?
JUST BECAUSE YOU'RE A CRIMINAL, BUT I WAS FEROCIOUS WITH MY FIRST SENFON STANCE!

AH, BE CAREFUL! JUST A LITTLE WHILE AGO THESE PEOPLE TRIED TO ATTACK ME!

YOU PLANNING TO CAPTURE ME?
ACCOMPANY YOU ON YOUR JOURNEY

BLACK SWORDS-MAN-DON'T.

PLEASE LET US
PLEASE, ALLOW US TO JOIN YOU.
Hey.

You kneel down as well.

What the hell are you doing?

They're suspicious! Suddenly acting like they've changed. They're ways.

They're probably thinking about attacking us as soon as they get the chance! C'mon, they're
I WANT TO FIND THE TRUTH.

I NEED TO KNOW

WHAT POWER I CAN Rely ON

CAN WE TRUST THIS NOBLEMEN CRAZ!

I'VE ALREADY RETURNED TO SECULAR LIFE AND ASAN. I DONED THE LIFE OF PRIESTHOOD.

FROM YOU TO SURVIVE IN THIS DARK WORLD.

WITHOUT A TRACE OF HOPE.

AND I WANT TO LEARN.

PLEASE BE MY GUIDE.
She was almost burned to death!!

How are you going to repay Casca for what you did at the Tower of Conviction?

True that's too complicated

You're trying to fool us with your complicated words, but it's not going to work!!

All of us

Huh! Would ya kneel down to me? Would ya? You proud nobles

First you gotta pass the trial

Don't gimme the yesterday's enemies are today's friends

Oh-- Op! You wanna fight? Bring it on!!
I will make it up to you.

...This is all I can do now... but I swear,

Why is it that monks and nobles exaggerate everything?

With all you said you became the real villain.
DO WHATSOEVER YOU WANT.

THEN.

I KILLED SOME OF YOUR MEN.

WE'RE EVEN.

BESIDES, YOU DON'T OWE ME ANYTHING.
But I'm not leading anybody, it's just not my style.

I don't know what you want to learn.

Thank you...

As long as you don't get in the way, I won't say anything.

But do whatever you want.

You might regret it by tomorrow morning.

It's too early for that.
You'll have no more nights of peaceful sleep.

If you're coming with us,

Ooo, we're going to encounter more ghosts and monsters?

Alright!!

Gatts would never take someone in that easily.

Something isn't right.

It's going to be a long night.

Yeah!

Well, let's go.
I WOULD HAVE REJECTED THEM WITHOUT A SECOND THOUGHT.

IF I WERE ALONE...

......I HONESTLY FEEL HOPELESS.

AND I'M FIGHTING WITH MY OWN FEELINGS,

ME, FOR THE FIRST TIME,

WHY ARE YOU DOGGING US AROUND?

ALRIGHT YOU GUY COLLECT A LOT OF WOOD SO WE CAN BE SURE THE FIRE WONT BE DOWN TONIGHT.

GETTING SOMETHING TERRIBLE MIGHT HAPPEN.

THERE TELLING ME THAT SOMETHING TERRIBLE MIGHT HAPPEN.
BY THE HELPlessness of One PERSON

BEING DEfeated

THE LAST TIME SHE SMiled?

WHen WAS
...the curtain of night falls again.
They're going to take everything!

Quiet, Saritas! Are you showing cowardice now?

Mule, are you seriously going to attack?

So why should we risk our lives to protect the royalties...

But we're not even allowed to step inside the castle...

We wouldn't even be able to face the royalty!!

Who died protecting that castle!

What does that make of our fathers and brothers...

Are you going to throw their deaths away??

I heard there is a base camp around Midland with a highly respected force....

But to protect the blood of the nobility...
THAT THE HERO WHO LEADS THEM IS NONE OTHER THAN THE WHITE HAWK.

THAT'S...

GRIFFITH

I HEARD THAT GRIFFITH WAS TORTURED TO DEATH THREE YEARS AGO IN THE TOWER.

I THINK IT WOULD BE A BETTER IDEA TO SEE IF WE CAN UNITE WITH THEM...

WE DON'T KNOW WHERE HE IS... BUT INSTEAD OF RISKING OUR LIVES NOW,

THERE'S ALSO A RUMOR THAT HIS FRIENDS RESCUED HIM.

BUT IF IT'S TRUE...

ISN'T THAT JUST A RUMOR...

THE WHITE HAWK...?
Mule, please take this into consideration.

Those are just common people! They don’t know the castle has fallen and they’ve run into the Kushans!

Mule!! There are women and children among them!

This isn’t for the castle or to defend the name of the nobility.
WE'RE GOING TO SAVE THE PEOPLE!!
EVERYONE FOLLOW ME!!
General, this is the remnants of the enemy!

Welcome these fighters with an attack.

If you don't want to die, survive this fight!!

Don't forget where our archers are aiming behind you.
WHAT THE ...!!

THERE NOT KUSHAN !?

THEY ARE ...!! MIDLAND PRISONERS !?

IT MINIMIZES OUR TROOP'S INJURIES AND DESTROYS THE ENEMY'S MORAL.

THESE TACTICS, ALONG WITH THE FEAR IT INSPIRES, ALLOWS OUR CAMPAIGNS TO SUSTAIN THEMSELVES OVER A LONG PERIOD.

AND ABOVE ALL ALLOWS US TO WIN ON WITHOUT USING OUR SOLDIER'S RESERVE! ALL THOUGH WE HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN CONTESTANT WARS, OUR ARMIES STRENGTH IS STILL INCREASING.

THESE SOLDIERS ARE ONE OF THE MAIN REASONS WE WERE ABLE TO EXPAND OUR IMPERIAL TERRITORY.
They have reached a point of indecision!!

First salvo!! Fire!!

Launching arrows amongst your allies...!?
CAVALRY, BEGIN YOUR ASSAULT!! EXTERMINATE THEM!!

WITH THOSE NUMBERS THIS GROUP IS ALREADY FINISHED!! THOSE WHO GIVE UP AND CHOSE TO WAIT FOR DEATH ARE NOT SOLDIERS!!

KILL THEM ALL!!

ラアヌ...
WHERE DID THAT COME FROM?

WH ...!?
WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE??

ATTACKING 500 ENEMY WITH A DOZEN KNIGHTS...?
Show them the power of the Kushan cavalry troop who conquered the continent!

Disengage and surround them!

Don't be alarmed! There are just a dozen knights!

General! More troops are coming from the left flank.

What's wrong?

Easy, easy.
WHAT ARE THESE PEOPLE?

MONSTERS!!!

DON'T RETREAT!! YOU CAN'T RETREAT!! YOU STILL ONLY FIGHTING AGAINST LESS THAN 100 SOLDIERS!!

YOU!! YOU'RE KUSHAN'S ELITE...
I received reports that there was a group who were reconquering every toehold we had established one after the other...!!

Ahh, a giant!!

I can't believe it...!!!
THAT IS
THAT BANNER
THAT IS
I CAN'T BE MIS-TAKEN...

(Translation:)

That is...!!
That banner is...!!
That is...!!
I can't be mistaken...!!
THE BANNER OF THE FLYING SWORD
FOLLOW THE HAWK!!!
WHAT A SUPERB POINT OF A SWORD FORMATION!! SLASHING THROUGH THAT BIG ARMY...!!

FANTASTIC...

THAT BANNER!! THIS IS MIDLAND'S RESISTANCE, THE BAND OF THE HAWK

NO DOUBT ABOUT IT, SIR MULE

SIR GRIFFITH!!

THIS KNIGHT WEARING THE WHITE SILVER ARMOR IT'S OUR SAVIOR, OUR HERO, THE WHITE HAWK

GRIFFITH ...!!!
STOP!!

"DANGER!!"

THIS IS OUR TERRITORY!!

LET'S NOT SLOW DOWN

WHAT WAS THAT RIGHT NOW INSIDE MY HEAD...?!

THAT WAS CLOSE IF WE HAD TAKEN ANOTHER HALF STEP!!

ARROWS!?
WHAT THE?

RIGHT NOW...

WHEN THEY STAGNATE, WHEN THEY STREAM, THEY CHANGE CONSTANTLY.

I COVER THE BATTLEFIELD, THE FLOW OF EMOTIONS.
THEN STOP SUDDENLY

BEFORE THE CORE OF THE ENEMY'S WILL

SIR GRIFFITH

HE FLEW OVER !!!
Huir...

All troops form square and charge from ambush!
THEIR GENERAL HAS Fallen

FINISH OFF THE REMAINDER AT ONCE!!

THE GENERAL IS DEAD!!

WHAT?

RETRIEVE!! RETREAT!!
複雑な戦闘シーンが描かれています。騎士たちは馬で戦っています。下の右にある吹き出し箱には「WE WON」が書かれています。
...MAYBE THEY ALREADY PLAN TO DESTROY THE PRIESTHOODS OF BUDDHISM! I MUST HURRY AND REPORT THIS TO THE TROOP HEADQUARTERS!

IS THAT THE SHINING BAND OF THE HAWK REPORTED BY THE BAHKI-RAKA?

THE PROUD, INVINCIBLE KUSHAN'S ELITE SOOO WAS SWEPT AWAY WITHOUT ANY EFFORT.

WHAT HAPPENED! THOUGH WE HAD THOUSANDS MORE TROOPS WE LOST... NO IN FACT WE LOST TO A 100 PERSON VANGUARD.
WHAT ARE THESE PEOPLE?

HOO, HOO

SHIT!!

SINCE WHEN... THOSE...

IT'S TOO EARLY TO GO BACK
We haven't seen blood yet.
IS THIS REALLY A ARMY ENCAMPMENT?

IT SEEMS LIKE SOME PEACEFULLY VILLAGE SCENE

WOMEN, CHILDREN AND THE ELDERLY...

IT'S SIR GRIFFITH

YOU WOULDN'T THINK WE WERE AT WAR WITH AN INVADING FOREIGN POWER

THESE SMILING PEOPLE
YOU ARE...

WE CAN LAUGH

BECAUSE GRIFFITH IS HERE...

TO THE BAND OF THE HAWK
WELCOME I'M SONIA

I CAN'T BELIEVE IT, SHE CAN READ MY...

THIS GIRL
Because we have our hawk, after all we could only be the Band of the Hawk.

We all made this to please Sir Griffith.

We want to reassemble the legendary Band of the Hawk.

Yes.

Band of the Hawk?

Sir Griffith?

Don’t you want to meet him?

Follow me!

...
WINGS OF LIGHT AND DARKNESS

BERSERK
IT'S BEYOND REALITY, IN THE CHAOTIC CIRCUMSTANCES OF THIS COUNTRY TO HAVE SUCH A SCENE APPEAR IN FRONT OF MY EYES!

THEY SAVED THE REALM WITHOUT GIVING KUSHAN A CHANCE

THESE TROOPS HAVE SUCH HIGH MORAL!
ISN'T THAT A KUSHAN	KUSHAN!!

THERE NOT BAD WHAT THE?! WHAT'S THE ENEMY DOING...?!

Yeah it is!!

Yeah it is!

They're allies
IN THESE PEOPLE'S COUNTRY SEEMS IT'S CALLED WAR FELLOWS

I AM BEING OBSERVED BY A GIGANTIC BEAST!

AS IF...

THIS UNUSUAL OPPRESSIVE FEELING IS...

WHAT !?
The surviving ones are promoted along with other soldiers without disparity; we let the soldiers decide.

This is one of the troop's law. Soldiers let prisoners have the 'third chance' on the battlefield. They can expose themselves to the enemy's attack; survivors gain conciliation or the right to choose to die.

Associates of the royal family and various clans established the empire. Amongst the conquered people, there are many blood debts.

Kushan isn't monolithic.

That's impossible!! To make the enemy a comrade!! So easily...!

We prefer to study with the Kushan and improve our conduct at war. Kushan uses terror to subjugate people. We can make use of this terror and its benefits.

Cities... homes, the grudges of those whose parents, brothers, sisters were killed...!!

But this is... do you think about our feelings? The Midland people!?

And above all, the Kushan people are in the front line. The ones who risk their lives lessen the wars' impact on the rest of us, keeping the cries of women and children to a minimum.

The 'third chance' is a purification of your old life, a grudge that doesn't disappear is a sin that can be judged.
IF THEY CHOSE TO LIVE HERE

IT MUST BE BECAUSE THEY UNDERSTAND THAT THEIR FORMER COMRADES HAVE A SHORT PERIOD LEFT TO LIVE

THOSE COMRADES WHO EMBRACED THE GRUDGE ARE THE SAME AS ANY OTHER HUMAN

A TRAINING GROUND MAKING AN ALLY OF THE ENEMY WHO TOOK AWAY YOUR FAMILY

I UNDERSTAND THE REASONING... BUT I JUST CAN'T!!

YOU'LL GET USED TO IT

THAT CAN'T BE!
THE MOONLIGHT KNIGHT LOCUS!?

LOCUS ....!!

HE'S IN CHARGE OF THE THE BAND OF THE HAWK NEW RECRUIT TRAINING

THAT'S SIR LOCUS

WHO IS THAT KNIGHT?

IT'S SURPRISING HE'S SO GALLANT
Any one who is a warrior's son grew up hearing about this hero as bedtime stories.

Others?

Those famous people you seem to know. How many other are there?

This living legend, why is he here?

I think you're in for some more surprises.

There's something more about the Kushan like Sir Locus said.
THAT'S A SHORTCUT

WALK CAREFULLY, THIS PLACE IS DARK

UH...

ARE YOU OK?

YUP

WALKING IN THIS DARKNESS WITHOUT A SINGLE FLICKER TO SHOW SHE IS AFRAID?

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THIS GIRL?

I GOT THIS STRANGE FEELING SHE HAS BEEN READING MY HEART SINCE BEFORE... JUST MY IMAGINATION?

I CAN HOLD YOUR HAND
Hey... Dangerous...!!!

Beasts... a pack of wolves?!

A strange feeling is coming from this forest.

What...
THIS IS...!?
EVERYBODY CALLS THEM THE EVIL SOLDIERS

YOU SAW THEM FIGHTING DURING THE DAY

EVIL SOLDIERS ....!!
MDP, LIL GIRL YOU CAME HERE BY YOURSELF?

I'M NOT ALONE LET ME GO!

MDP, LIL GIRL YOU CAME HERE BY YOURSELF?

I'M NOT ALONE LET ME GO!

BECAUSE THEY USED TO EAT THE KUSHAN PRISONERS

THAT'S REALLY BETTER THEN BEFORE
NOW LET ME GO
OK

AREN'T YOU SCARED?

WHAT A STRANGE THING

BASTARD WHAT ARE YOU DOING!?

I'M GONNA TELL SIR GRIFFITH

BEEN SOME TIME I TASTED IT... HUMAN MEAT, BUT YOU'RE A LITTLE TOO THIN

DON'T DO THAT... D
These people are our command-ers' guests.

If you touch them you'll have to deal with me.

I know Grunbeld...!

I don't like jokes.

It was a joke! I was just messing.

During the invasion of Chuhdah he alone a small northern country for 10 days against 3000 soldiers with his gigantic frame.

The north blood is in his veins, because of that he had red hair that seemed to burn when he moved down the enemy.

Thanks sir Grunbeld.

After that battle they called him dragon's place.

You're wel.
The Hawk’s Medium...

All though you’re the Hawk’s Medium, you shouldn’t be walking around here without an escort.

An escort is pointless, they’re my evil war comrades.

But Miss Sonia is defenseless.

What the hell are those things?

The Hawk is waiting over there.

Understood. Next time you come here let me know.

Miss Sonia.

I don’t really know myself.

Hmm.

Really? A woman would be great.

Well.

Human?

Are they...

You’ll know sooner or later.
At least we can hate each other mutually as humans. Compared to that company, being amongst the Kushan would be preferable.

There was something drastically different.

Those soldiers.

So one sided, a different kind of fear.

I felt like a sheep, lost in a wolf pack.

The hero whose name alone made the earth roar...

A Kushan, unknown types of soldier.

Where are we...

Band of the Hawk.
I brought Sir Griffith's guest.
IT'S THE SPIRITS OF THOSE THAT DIED IN THE BATTLE TODAY

THAT ...!? 

AFTER NIGHTFALL, THEY ALL GATHER AROUND GRIFFITH.
SPRITS...!? 

DEAD...!? 

IT'S BEAUTIFUL.

THE FAMILIES AND LOVERS OF THOSE WHO DIED...!?
HONEY

DADDY?

HONEY

TAKE CARE

WHERE'S DAD?

THEY'VE COME TO SAY THEIR LAST GOODBYES.
GOOD WORK TODAY, SONIA.

IT WAS NO PROBLEM.

IT'S AS IF MY POWERS BECOME STRONGER WHEN I'M AROUND YOU.

THAT GROUP OF LIGHTS.

GO?

WHERE DID IT?
A place where they'll become one.

Is that heaven...?

Or... is it...

It happens to everyone.

You will eventually find out.

...one...
Greetings, mule.

I am Griffith, leader of the Band of the Hawk.

So this really is the White Hawk!!

Griffith...

Words cannot express my gratitude to you for saving my men and my people in the battle today.

I apologize for the delay. My name is Mule Wolciff, son of Baraga Wolciff, the Lord of Lumias.
THAT SOFT VIBRATING VOICE.

I THANK YOU, BECAUSE OF THE FOOD SUPPLIED BY THE PEOPLE OF LUMIAS, WE WILL BE ABLE TO FIGHT FOR SEVERAL MONTHS.

BUT HE DOESN'T EVEN SOUND HUMAN...

HE'S KNOWN AS THE GOD OF THE BATTLEFIELD, I IMAGINED HE WOULD BE MUCH HARSHER...

THOSE WORDS ARE TOO GOOD FOR ME.

MORE THAN THAT, WHAT IS THIS FEELING?

WHEN I FIRST LAYED MY EYES ON HIM, I IMMEDIATELY FELT REASSURED, FORTIFIED.

WHAT'S THIS OVERWHELMING FEELING ?
PLEASE EXCEPT MY SWORD...

AND EXCHANGED A WORD WITH TO A MAN I JUST MET...

WHAT AM I DOING?

PLEASE...
A INESCAPABLE

DEEP WITHIN ME, I HEAR A VOICE

WITHIN ME

STRONG VOICE

TELLING ME THAT IT'S MY FATE.

GRIFFITH
QUIET
SHHHHH... DON'T SPOIL THE MOMENT.

THAT WHAT I'M ABOUT TO WITNESS WON'T MERELY BE ANOTHER CONFLICT RECORD IN HISTORY.

I HAVE A PREMONITION.
SOMETHING LEGENDARY

IT'S GOING TO BE
ALL RIGHT!

LET'S GO!

PLEAS-- MAKE SURE YOU DON'T LET THE FIRE DIE OUT.

FARNES--

I'LL TRY.

Puh

NO CASCA! DON'T RUN AROUND ON YOUR OWN!

THEY'RE COMING!!
TODAY I'LL SHOW THEM THE POWER OF MY self-GENIUS!

YEAH RIGHT.
LIKE A CHILD
THANKS

DELICIOUS!!

すばああんん!!
I used that fox marrow from yesterday.

Why?

Think a little! With your size, what will you do when you have to fight a much larger adult opponent?

In the killing business, you have to stand for yourself. You need to follow your intuition and think for yourself.

I don't have time to waste; I'll teach you the basics and spare with ya some, but you'll have to learn things yourself.

Right, it's almost dinner time. Call Farne and Caska. They are over there collecting firewood.

You pretty much turned into a housekeeper.

After exercise, one needs salt. I'd like to reason it a little more, but we don't have enough scopes on hand.

If you don't think, you won't last a second on the battlefield.

What should I do if they make a fool of me before I can think?
AHH
HHH
WHY ME!

AH

HI GOT BURNES!

WHAT THE FUCK ARE YOU DOING!!

JUST TAKE CARE OF CASKA AND THE FIRE, THAT'S ENOUGH!!
REALLY PATHETIC

I WOULD RATHER LAUGH ABOUT IT

THOUGH I WAS PREPARED FOR IT

EVERY NIGHT, I'M CONSUMED BY FEAR. IT REMINDS ME HOW PATHETIC MY LIFE IS

THIS IS INEVITABLE, I CAN SEE THAT

WHEN I GET USED TO THE STRANGENESS, IT WILL BECOME ORDINARY

AT LEAST I CAN GATHER FIREWOOD AND PLAY NURSEMAID

I DON'T THINK I CAN SUDDENLY DO A MAID-SERVANT WORK BUT...

IT WAS CLEAR...

ON THE DAY, I DECIDED TO FOLLOW HIM, SOMETHING INSIDE ME DRastically CHANGED...
I apologize.

I did a terrible thing to you...

Aaai!

To place yourself in someone's hands...

That seems like so much fun, let me help.

It's so hard to let my guard down.

I was so small.

It's not impossible like this.
Caska, wait a little...

This is strange... HA?

I'll help with the food supply.

This way.

I better go back... the sun is setting.

It's useless.
CASKA LET'S GO BACK

CASKA...

WELL

THIS IS TERRIBLE

THE DAY WILL END

AND SOON

MY DUTY !!!

MY...
I can’t move.

Small.

Cas...

Somebody... ser pico

It’s as if I had fallen into a deep, deep abyss.

The all consuming darkness.

I can only cower...
Miss Farneze are you all right? 

CAN YOU STAND? 

Damn. What a care-free girl. 

Gatti and I alone had to protect Caska, it was a terribly hard fight. 

Last night was terrible, Serpico was searching for you.
Is Caska all right?

Caska?

Completely.

Her hunger made her come back before dinner.

She's lively.

Well, well time to get some sleep.
YOU GAVE US A HARD-TIME.

A NURSE-MAID TURNING INTO A LOST CHILD

SERPICO...

YES?
I'm only trouble.

What's wrong?

Nothing.

Are we going back to the imperial capital?
GOING BACK

WHO IS...

I'M GOING TO HIDE AGAIN

IF I GO BACK

HOW HOPELESS OR CLUMSY

NO MATTER HOW FEEBLE I AM

I DISCOVERED MYSELF

FOR THE FIRST TIME
WHAT'S GOING ON IN VIRITANIS?

DO YOU PLAN TO REACH THE PORT IN VIRITANIS? IN THAT CASE YOU BETTER BE CAREFUL.

SEEMS YOU HAVE A REASON TO AVOID PEOPLE.

FROM THE VATICAN'S COUNTRIES, TROOPS KEEP COMING, ONE AFTER THE OTHER.

IT HAS TURNED INTO THE CONFEDERATION OF NATIONS NAVAL BASE.

BEYOND DOUBT KUSHAH'S OPPONENTS ARE PREPARING FOR A GREAT WAR.
The army of allied nations is trying to stop Kushan's attack, though who knows if they plan to save the realm.

Since the death of the king, nobody knows the princess's whereabouts. Midland has no one to sit on the throne.

This land might disappear... anyway, a shepherd like me don't really care.

That's a pity... you're a from Midland?

No.

It's ancient history. I've just been there.
IF YOU'RE TAKING THAT PATH BE CAREFUL.

OH RIGHT, I FORGOT.

ARE THERE BANDITS OR SOMETHING LIKE THAT?

WHAT GRANDPA?

WHAT YOU MAY MEET ISN'T HUMAN. OH MEETING BANDITS WOULD BE BETTER.

IT'S A TROLL.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>初出一覧</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>冬の旅路①</td>
<td></td>
<td>●ヤングアニマル(2001年18号)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>冬の旅路②</td>
<td></td>
<td>●ヤングアニマル(2001年19号)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>こぼれた時間</td>
<td></td>
<td>●ヤングアニマル(2001年20号)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>戦鬼</td>
<td></td>
<td>●ヤングアニマル(2001年21号)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>荒れ野の再会</td>
<td></td>
<td>●ヤングアニマル(2001年22号)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>戦鬼</td>
<td></td>
<td>●ヤングアニマル(2001年24号)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>飛騨の御族</td>
<td></td>
<td>●ヤングアニマル(2002年1号)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>光と闇の翼</td>
<td></td>
<td>●ヤングアニマル(2002年2号)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>星降る夜</td>
<td></td>
<td>●ヤングアニマル(2002年3号)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>嬰児の如く</td>
<td></td>
<td>●ヤングアニマル(2002年5号)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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無料の髪の健康相談「ヘアチェック」で
髪に関する疑問・不安を解決！

髪のトラブル、髪に関する疑問や不安を
解明・解決するのが、ヘアチェック。独自技術を駆使して
測定・分析したヘアチェック・データをもとに、あなたに最適な
ヘアケアプランを科学的にご提案します。

髪の専門書「ヘアアシストブック」もれなくプレゼント
日常生活の中に潜む抜け毛の原因。意外と知らない自己流ヘアケアの問題点。頭皮と髪に関する正しい知識など、
薄毛を予防する的確なアドバイスから、最新のアテナンス情報をまで。分かりやすく詳しく丁寧にお届けします。

裏面のハガキでお申し込みください。
手塚治虫
文化賞 受賞！

第6回 マンガ優秀賞

飛翔する創造力が描き出す日本初の本格ファンタジー!!

No.1 ファンタジー・コミック見参！

何⁉?
ガッツは誰に話しかけて
いるんだ⁉?